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Abstract
In this paper we describe a novel approach for automatic
photo annotation based on visual content analysis. We
combine local and global features to ensure robustness
and generalization needed by complex queries. We place
great emphasis to work in real-time. To cope with the
huge number of extracted features, we implemented disk-
based locality-sensitive hashing to index descriptors. By
searching candidates to extraction of keywords, we focus
on photos analysis in terms of probability, that the re-
trieved photos contain the right keywords for the target
photo. The result is that we are able to name key objects
directly in the target photo.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval; I.4.8 [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis

Keywords
automatic image annotation, image processing, local fea-
tures, global features, visual content analysis

1. Introduction
Automatic photo annotation is the process by which a
computer system automatically assigns metadata (key-
words) to a target photo. With increasing populariza-
tion of digital and mobile phone cameras, there occurs a
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need of quick and exact searching, for example by general
category or focusing on a specific object (object of inter-
est). Manual creating annotations by a user is very time-
consuming and results can be often subjective. Therefore,
automatic photo annotation is most challenging task.

Generally, approaches for automatic annotation are cat-
egorized into two scenarios [14]: learning-based meth-
ods primary focused on determining complex categories
or group of specific objects and web-based methods use
crawled web image data to obtain relevant annotations.

In learning-based methods, a statistical model is built to
learn a classifier. The methods are highly dependent on
the size and distribution of a corpus (training dataset).

The Web space provides unlimited vocabulary for web-
based methods. It is a distinct advantage over learning-
based methods. However, the main problem of web-based
approaches is initial query. In other words, the problem
is lack of information about the target photo. Without
providing further information such as key caption, search-
ing similar photos for the target photo on the web is like
finding a needle in a haystack. No less important draw-
backs of the approaches are performance (annotation in
real-time) and obtained annotations are often noisy.

To determine complex category, automatic annotation is
based on searching the most similar photos (photo re-
gions) for a target photo in a corpus which contains well-
annotated photos or regions. Similarity of the photos is
usually evaluated by comparing global descriptors which
are extracted from the photos. After a retrieval pro-
cess, related keywords are assigned to the target photo.
A global descriptor is a single descriptor captures entire
information of a photo (e.g. color, texture and shape).
Main advantages of global descriptors are low computa-
tional complexity and the ability to capture complex in-
formation.

Automatic face recognition in a target photo is good ex-
ample for automatic annotation of specific objects. One of
possibility is that a retrieval process uses a robust dictio-
nary of visual terms (blobs) to identify people. Similarity
can be evaluated of comparing local descriptors which are
computed over local features such as edges, small patches
around points of interest. An advantage of the local fea-
tures is their invariance to scale changes, rotation, illu-
mination and viewpoint. The local descriptors are much
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more precise and discriminating than global descriptors.
By searching a specific object, this feature is welcome,
but by searching complex categories it can be an obsta-
cle. Another obstacle is the need to store the huge number
of the extracted local descriptors, typically hundreds to
thousands per a photo, depending on the complexity of
the photo. It is desirable to ensure responses to queries
in real-time, too. The requirements are often an obstacle
for huge corpus of photos.

2. Related work
Learning-based methods attempt to learn classifiers or use
machine learning techniques to learn joint probabilities
between photos and annotations. Typical classifiers are
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2], Hidden Markov mod-
els [8] or Bayes point machine [1].

Co-occurance model [5] is considered the main represen-
tative on learning joint probabilities between photos and
words. Learning consists of two processes. First, a grid
segmentation algorithm is used to divide each image into
sub-images and global features of the sub-images are cal-
culated. Second, the probability of each word for set of
segments is estimated by using a vector quantization of
the features of the sub-images. Other representatives are
Translation model [4], Cross-media relevance model [6] or
Continuous relevance model [7].

Dependence on a training dataset is considered the main
drawback of the approaches. Another problem is that the
approaches do not address the issue of indexing of the
huge number of features (large datasets).

On other hand, web-based methods use crawled web-image
data to obtain relevant annotations. A typical web-based
method is AnnoSearch [14]. With a target photo, an ini-
tial word (key caption) is provided to conduct a text-
based search on a web database. Then a content-based
method is used to search visually similar photos and anno-
tations are extracted from obtained descriptions. Other
related approaches [10, 13] modify and extend the pro-
posed method.

The main problem of the existing approaches is perfor-
mance (annotation in real-time) and lack of information
about the target photo to conduct a web search. We
propose a method which ensures robustness and gener-
alization needed by complex queries and annotation in
real-time.

3. Our approach
Our method (see Figure 1) consists of two phases, namely
dataset pre-processing and processing of the target photo
(query). The both phases are in principle independent.

3.1 Dataset pre-processing
Dataset pre-processing consists of

1. photo processing,

2. features extraction and

3. features indexing.

The photo processing includes photo resizing (if neces-
sary) and dividing the photo to the fixed number of sub-
images (grid segmentation). The segmentation determines

the granularity with which we are able to name identified
regions. The feature extraction is performed in 3 steps:

• Extraction of bounded local features: for each sub-
image the fixed number of local descriptors is com-
puted.

• Extraction of free local features: for the full photo
the fixed number of local descriptors is computed
and the sets of the bounded and free features are
mutually disjoint.

• Extraction of global features: for each sub-image
a global descriptor is computed.

To detection and extraction the local features, we use
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9]. The fea-
tures are invariant to image scaling, translation and par-
tially invariant to illumination changes and affine for 3D
projection. They are well adapted for characterizing small
details. The method consists of a detector and descrip-
tor. The features are detected through local extreme in a
Difference-of-Gaussians function and described using his-
tograms of gradients.

The bounded features perform partially a role of the global
features due to their uniform (balanced) extraction of the
full photo. A drawback of the SIFT is that the features
are extracted using grayscale information only. To cap-
ture complex information, we employ the global features.

To computation of the global descriptors, we use Joint
Composite Descriptor (JCD) [15]. The JCD belongs to a
group of Compact Composite Descriptors (CCD), which
combine information about color and texture in a single
histogram. They were designed with regard to dimension,
but without compromising their discriminating ability.

To index the extracted descriptors, we implemented disk-
based locality-sensitive hashing (LSH). It is a method
for solving the near neighbor search in high dimensional
spaces. The basic idea is that similar features are mapped
to the same buckets with high probability (see Figure 2).

We employ the LSH scheme [3] based on p-stable distri-
butions as follows:

h(v)(a,b) =

⌊
a·v + b

w

⌋
(1)

Each hash function h(v)(a,b) : Rd→Z maps a d dimen-
sional feature vector v onto the set of integers. The pa-
rameter a is a d dimensional vector with entries chosen
from a p-stable distribution (Gaussian distribution), b is a
real number chosen uniformly from the range [0, w]. The
optimal value for w depends on the dataset and the fea-
ture vector. In [3] was suggested that w = 4.0 provides
good results, therefore we chose the value. Each function
g (see Figure 2) is obtained by concatenating k randomly
chosen hash functions h. Furthermore, we map the set of
computed integers to a single integer for bucket identifi-
cation gi(h1(v), ..., hk(v))→N .

To store the huge number of the extracted features, we
adopted the distributed database management system Cas-
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Figure 1: A scheme of our annotation method consists of two independent phases, namely dataset pre-
processing (1) - (3) and processing of a target photo (A) - (G).

sandra, which is designed to handle very large amounts
of data1.

3.2 Target photo annotation
Steps of photo annotation are shown in Figure 1. After
photo processing (A) and extraction of global and local
features (B), similar features are retrieved from the LSH
database (C, D). Each feature is associated with a photo,
so they are subsequently grouped according to them.

Result of the particular steps is a list of similar photos
(candidates) and their features that are grouped by sim-
ilarity to sub-images of the target photo. The grouped
features (into sub-image groups) are divided into a bag of
bounded local features and a single global feature. Each
candidate has assigned similar free local features, too.
The algorithm to keyword extraction consists of the fol-
lowing steps (E, F, G):

1. Compute a score value SLFc for local features as
follows:

• for the free local features compute geometric
consistency using a RANSAC algorithm; in-
liers assign to the bag of the bounded local
features according to their coordinates (into a
corresponding sub-image group)

• for each sub-image group of the candidate com-
pute a sub-score as a proportion of the num-
ber of the similar bounded local features and

1Apache Cassandra: http://cassandra.apache.org/

the total number of the extracted local features
from the corresponding sub-image of the target
photo; add an extra weight for the features (ob-
jects) whose dominance or frequency is greater

• compute the SLFc as the sum of the computed
sub-scores

2. Compute a score value SGFc for global features as
follows:

• for each global feature in the sub-image groups
compute a similarity to the corresponding sub-
image of the target photo (to calculate the sim-
ilarity is used Tanimoto coefficient

• compute the SGFc as the sum of the computed
similarities

3. For each candidate compute a final score (FSc) us-
ing the equation (2), where dl is a damping factor
for the local features and dg is a damping factor for
global features. Furthermore, order the candidates.

FSc = dl ∗ SLFc + dg ∗ SGFc (2)

4. Merge all keywords assigned to the candidates and
by frequency assign the top keywords to the target
photo. From each candidate assign all its keywords
to the sub-images of the target photo, provided that
the corresponding sub-scores of the candidate are
greater than or equal to a threshold. Words with
the highest frequency are the final names for the
sub-images.
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Figure 2: Locality-sensitive hashing: similar features are mapped to the same buckets with high proba-
bility.

4. Evaluation and conclusions
Our evaluation is conducted on Corel5K corpus which
contains 5000 photos. This corpus is used widely in au-
tomatic photo annotation area and includes a variety of
subjects, ranging from urban to nature scenes and from
artificial objects to animals. It is divided into 2 sets: a
training set of 4500 photos and a test set of 500 photos.
Each photo is associated with 1-5 keywords.

To cope with the huge number of extracted features, we
implemented disk-based locality-sensitive hashing to in-
dex descriptors. By searching similar candidates to ex-
traction of keywords, we focus on photos analysis in terms
of probability that the retrieved photos contain the right
keywords for the target photo. For example, we prefer
photos where extracted objects of interest from the target
photo are dominant in retrieved photos or their frequency
of occurrence is greater. It is more likely that such photos
contain the right words. We also focus on identification
of less significant objects for which we are looking for cor-
rect words. Using grid segmentation, we are able to name
objects directly in the target photo.

Our approach can be effectively used to provide crucial
semantic metadata required for advanced multi-paradigm
exploration of image collections [12] or more general per-
sonalized exploratory search approaches [11], where tradi-
tional (text-based) metadata extraction approaches fail.
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